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A workshop entitled, "Radio Echo Sounding of Ice,"
was held on 23-25 April 1978 at the New England Cen-
ter for Continuing Education in Durham, New Hamp-
shire. Organized by Dr. K. Sivaprasad, the meeting was
attended by 40 scientists, from universities, government
agencies, and research laboratories. It consisted of three
principal sessions, each consisting of several informal
presentations and open discussions.

The first session covered radio echo sounding equip-
ment and data acquisition and was focused on the need
to understand the limitations of available equipment. It
included a brief presentation by Dr. Clough of the
University of Nebraska on the history of radio echo
sounding systems and a paper by Dr. Vickers on the
basics of radar and recording methods, as well as a sur-
vey of available radar echo sounding systems for both
polar and temperate regions.

A detailed discussion followed concerning the radar
developed by the Technical University of Denmark and
currently used in Antarctica. The participants stressed
that this system's frequency of operation placed limits
on its resolution length and that the data being in analog
form hindered sophisticated data analysis. From this
came general agreement that digital recording methods
should be incorporated in future systems.

The participants also favored the development of an
indigenous antenna system to replace the present Dan-
ish system. In light of the different constraints of dif-
ferent radar systems (e.g., land-based systems versus air-
based systems), it was noted that one system will not
satisfy all antenna and recording system requirements
in the future.

The second session was devoted to modeling and

interpretation. To enable those who measure ice thick-
ness to understand the glaciological aspects of the stud-
ies, Dr. Meier of the U. S. Geological Survey (usGs) pre-
sented a primer on glacial flow and Dr. Hodge, also of
the USGS, discussed the difference between temperate
and polar glaciers. Dr. K. Sivaprasad reviewed the state
of electromagnetic modeling in radar echo interpreta-
tion and urged further study of the phenomenon of
internal layers and the observed anisotropic effects. Dr.
Whillans of Ohio State University presented an account
of radio echo sounding records applied to the ice flow
dynamics of large polar masses. He stressed the need
for better data in the form of continuous observations
of layering of ice over large areas.

Discussions covered other possible applications of ra-
dar echo sounding for observations of glacial geology,
such as bottom topography and lakes in ice masses.

The third session consisted of an examination of the
future of U.S. radio echo sounding programs. Dr. Cam-
eron of the National Science Foundation commented on
the importance of radio echo sounding in the study of
ice sheet dynamics and glacial geologies. He noted that
the glaciologist, the equipment designer, and those who
model the phenomena in ice need to exchange views,
and he urged the development of a list of user needs to
allow valid recommendations to be made.

The workshop concluded with the formulation of the
following general directions for further research:

1. Theoretical and experimental studies (modeling,
surface) for understanding the mechanisms of internal
reflections (including multifrequency systems with vari-
able pulse lengths to observe deep layers and layers close
to surface).

2. Development of techniques for deriving bottom
characteristics from characteristics of bottom-reflected
pulses.

3. Development of improved recording, processing,
and analysis of aircraft data (using digital systems).

4. The study of Doppler filtering and other tech-
niques for improving horizontal resolution.

5. Development of a satellite altimeter system for ac-
curate determinations of surface elevation.

This workshop was organized and conducted with
support from the National Science Foundation under
grant DPP 77-18000.
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During the 1978-1979 field season, we initiated a
program of geophysical measurements at dome C that
involved conducting a gravity and magnetic survey on
a so-called double cross, consisting of two 10-kilometer
lines running north-south (grid) and spaced 1 kilometer
apart, and two similar lines running east-west (grid). Our
program also included seismic shooting along portions
of a 30-kilometer line, extensive radar profiling along
gravity and seismic lines, testing of a new digital record-
ing system, a detailed direct current resistivity survey
out to a half-spacing of 1 kilometer, and many hours of
magnetotelluric recording.
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The 20-year series of gravity ties between McMurdo
and Amundsen-Scott (South Pole) stations also was con-
tinued, and gravity readings were made around the
South Pole in connection with topographical and strain-
rate surveys.

Our ultimate intention is to complete a survey on a
grid 10 kilometers square with survey points at 1-kilo-
meter intervals. During the past field season, despite
difficulties related to the low ambient temperatures at
dome C, we completed measurements over the central
double cross within the grid. These showed a simple
monotonic gravity gradient, but a more complex mag-
netic field variation, including a possible maximum. Fur-
ther analysis will be required to determine if the mag-
netic anomaly can confidently be associated with the
subglacial rock.

Our seismic activities were hampered by a complete
lack of suitable drill holes in which to shoot. Surpris-
ingly, we were able to obtain successful results using 10-
meter-deep, hand-augered holes. The following four
studies were undertaken along an east-west (grid) line
approximately 0.5 kilometer north (grid) of the dome
C camp. First, vertical and wide-angle reflections from
the ice-rock interface were obtained intermittently along
a 10-kilometer section of the line. Second, short refrac-
tion experiments to determine the velocity of compres-
sional (P) waves and shear (5) waves of both polarizations
were conducted. P-waves were recorded from shots up
to 8 kilometers away; S-waves generated by hammer
blows were recorded over distances that were as great
as 700 meters.

The third seismic study involved a long-refraction ex-
periment using a 300-kilogram charge and two record-
ing stations at distances of 27 and 30 kilometers from
the shot point yielded a preliminary determination of a
velocity of 5.9 kilometers per second in rock lying just
below the ice. In the fourth study, we recorded several
shots at distances of up to 8 kilometers on digital tape
for analysis of surface-wave propagation.

Careful measurements of ice thickness were made
along the two pairs of 10-kilometer lines connecting the
gravity and magnetic stations and also along the 30-kil-
ometer seismic long-refraction line. Ice thicknesses of
over 4 kilometers were measured, but detailed coverage
was limited by the very poor reflection characteristics of
the glacial bed. In several locations, however, we re-
corded two bottom echoes separated by about 1 micro-
second. Preliminary comparison with seismic reflections
suggests that the earlier radar echo corresponds with the
acoustic interface. Profiles of internal layering were
made along the 10-kilometer lines. We also emphasized
detailed studies of the layers, because there is evidence
that, on a small scale (i.e., tens of meters), the layers are
discontinuous. A wide-angle reflection experiment to
study the wave speed in the ice was carried out to a
maximum antenna separation of 2.5 kilometers. Other
radar experiments included investigation of the local
bottom roughness, comparisons of ice thickness with
those determined by seismic techniques, and a depolar-
ization experiment.

A new digital recording system was tested for the first
time (see accompanying block diagram). Reflections
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from depths up to about 2 kilometers were successfully
recorded, but noise generated by the computer and by
the power supplies drowned out the deeper signals. It
is possible, however, that we can recover deeper echoes
from the data through processing the signals in the lab-
oratory. Improved shielding should eliminate most of
the noise-related problems in future field seasons.

A detailed direct current electrical resistivity profile
using a Schiumberger array with half-spacings extend-
ing to 1 kilometer yielded a very well determined ap-
parent resistivity curve. A well-defined maximum at a
half-spacing of about 8 meters could be clearly corre-
lated with the depth of the seasonal temperature mini-
mum in the firn. Measurements at short distances were
carried out twice during the season to search for changes
in the position of the maximum associated with the pen-
etration of the temperature wave.

We initiated an experimental program of magneto-
telluric measurements. The feasibility of such measure-
ments was pointed out by Hessler after experiments at
Vostok nearly 15 years ago (Hessler, 1966), but the topic
had not been pursued. In this technique, magnetic mi-
cropulsations and the electrical potential thereby in-
duced in the ice are recorded simultaneously. The ratio

of the two is a measure of the electrical impedance in
the earth. Interest in this system stems largely from the
fact that the ice sheet is almost transparent to low-fre-
quency electromagnetic waves, so that its presence does
not interfere with the investigation of subglacial crust
and upper mantle structure. In fact, the presence of the
ice is an advantage because the removal of the measur-
ing point to 3 kilometers above the rock surface greatly
reduces the sensitivity of the magnetotelluric measure-
ments to local inhomogeneities in surficial rocks. Mea-
surements were made at frequencies ranging from 3
hertz to 0.001 hertz. Despite a series of instrumental
difficulties, we recovered a number of good data sets.
We expect that the instrument problems will be solved
by the 1979-80 field season and that good recordings
on digital tape will be produced for standard computer
analysis at the research center.

This work has been supported by National Science
Foundation grant DPP 77-22318.
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With a view toward starting a field study of the mass
balance and dynamics of the dome C area in a later year,
preliminary investigations were made during the 1978-
79 field season of the surface glaciology near the dome
C camp. Our field party arrived at dome C (74°30'S/
123°10'E) late in November 1978 and stayed seven
weeks.

Pit studies close to the camp were used to assess the
horizontal variation in certain stratigraphic quantities.
Samples were collected from five vertical 3-meter pro-
files and six vertical 1-meter profiles. These samples are
being analyzed for oxygen isotopic ratio, gross beta ac-
tivity, and microparticle content. The results of these
measurements will be correlated with other stratigraphic
studies in hopes of obtaining not only average accu-
mulation values in the dome C area but also a more
complete understanding of the diagenetic processes oc-
curring in the upper 3 meters.

Our preliminary results confirm the value of 3.7 g/
cm2/a obtained by Lorius (1975) for the accumulation

rate in the immediate vicinity of the dome C camp. Re-
sults from a 3-meter pit located about 100 kilometers
grid east of the dome C camp give an average accu-
mulation rate of 4.8 g/cm2/a.

Temperature measurements were made in a 100-me-
ter hole drilled by a team from the Polar Ice Core Office
(Pico) during the 1978-79 field season. The thermom-
eter consisted of a thermistor hanging freely in the bore
hole, whose resistance was measured by a Data Precision
model 3500 digital multimeter. Measurements were
taken every meter at depths of 1 to 10 meters, every 2
meters at 10 to 30 meters, and every 5 meters at 30 to
100 meters.

Preliminary analysis of the profiles obtained indicates
a warming over the last several decades of about 0.3°C.
The temperature profile measured in the 50-to- 100-me-
ter depth interval is not consistent with simple, steady-
state ice sheet behavior (Robin, 1955) based on current
values of average surface temperature, ice sheet thick-
ness, and accumulation rate. Explanations for this deeper
anomaly include the possibility that the accumulation
rate in the dome C area was significantly less in the past
or that a sizable climatic cooling occurred sometime after
the onset of the Holocene. Further measurements will
be made at dome C and at the South Pole during the
next field season.

An apparatus to measure thermal conductivity was
used successfully at dome C. Core samples to be tested
were inserted between two lucite disks and heat was ap-
plied to the top disk. The temperature at the top and
bottom of each lucite disk was then monitored contin-
uously over a 24- to 36-hour period using thermistors
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